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THE INVESTIGATION
Our second investigation at this location occurred on Friday 11/16/07. We arrived at the
location at 8:00pm. Present were Troy (Founder), Carol (Case Manager) and Mike (Tech
Assistant). The restaurant had a cook who was going to be cooking in the kitchen most
of the evening and another team member Ryan would be joining us later in the evening
for a couple of hours. We wanted to keep this team small as we were going to focus all
of our attention on trying to make contact and wanted to perform some controlled
experiments. Upon our arrival, we met Sylvano in the parking lot so we were able to
meet with him immediately. We went upstairs as there were no patrons up there and sat
at one of the tables. We set up our computer and played a few of the EVP's that were
obtained from our last visit. Sylvano explained that Bruno had some questions he wanted
answers for, so we made note of them and gave him a CD of the few EVP's we had to
give him at that time.
We spoke with Syvano and several staff members for a couple of hours. Also during this
part of the evening, a few patrons were touring the area where we were and were
interested in our activities. We spoke with them also, so our investigation didn't start
until approximately 11:30pm.
We set up only 4 IR cameras this time. They were set up to monitor the experiments and
to record certain areas of concern. Outside the room that was the old balcony area of the
dining room, we set up a "live" feed recording system that was set up to record audio and
play it back in real time. It was our intention to catch the EVP's while they happened in
hopes to be able to communicate directly with the spirits.
It appeared that the Blue Room had young children spirit activity, so we set up two
controlled experiments there. In the south west corner of the room, we placed a large
children's bouncing ball, a small 5" rubber basketball, two small toy vehicles that had free
moving wheels and a small child's cup with a mirror on the bottom. All of these items
were marked as to their placement to identify their locations in case they happened to
move. In this same room on the north east section of the room, we set up a laptop
computer that was set up with a DVD to play cartoons. We pulled a chair out and placed
it in front of the computer and placed a K2 EMF reader on it. The meter was placed to
show if any unusual magnetic field were to be in the area of the chair, causing this meter
to light up to confirm this. In the back of the room, we placed a CD player that would
play children's music throughout the night. All of this was done to encourage the young
spirits to interact with the items, and hopefully document this.

Along with the "live" feed microphone set-up, we placed nine handheld digital recorders
in the following locations: two were in the Blue Room - one in the center of the table and
one on the floor next to Troy who was sitting with the toys, one in the Green Room, old
balcony area room, at the top of the stairs, at the base of the stairs on the banister (the
extra coverage for the stairs was to check to see if the EVP we got last time would repeat
itself. If it did, most likely it would be the result of a residual energy causing this
phenomenon) and in the small dining room downstairs next to the bar room.
We started by calling for all the spirits to meet with us upstairs. We explained to them
that were heard them on our recorders the last time we were there and asked them to give
us more information so we could help them. We addressed questions to them that Bruno
the owner wanted answers to. Among them were: Do you like it here? Do you like what
Bruno has done with the restaurant? Are you happy here? Will Bruno be successful with
the restaurant? We asked these questions in the area of the "live" microphone and within
voice reach of a stand alone recorder in the balcony room. We did not get any "live" feed
spikes to indicate that we were receiving EVP's, however we continued our efforts
knowing we would be reviewing all the recorders anyway.
We investigated downstairs, walking around and asking questions. We left Mikes
recorder in that small room next to the bar room and checked the room out for EMF
readings. We were following up on EVP's we had received there previously. The only
unusual activity occurred in the north/west corner of the room where Carol was getting
high EMF readings spiking over 10.0 on the gauss meter. We were able to debunk this as
the bar room right behind this wall has electrical equipment along that wall and was most
likely the cause. We were unable to definitely rule this out as the room was locked,
however the visual of the room through the slot in the door appeared to identify the
electrical cause.
Troy moved to the staircase outside the office at approximately 2:00 am, hoping to catch
a repeat of the EVP we caught of the woman crying and being dragged upstairs which
occurred at approximately 2:40am on 11/10/07. Troy remained on the staircase for
approximately an hour and did not sense anything unusual. We conducted our
investigation keeping mostly quiet, hoping to give us clear EVP's to the questions we had
previously asked.
THE EVIDENCE
The White House did not give us any unusual or bad feelings. We did get some EVP's
from our recorders and the most notable are listed below:

Carol also picked up an EVP when asking "Can you tell us your name?" She picked up a
males voice that said "Craig".
Another particularly noteworthy EVP received on Carol's recorder was when she was
talking with another investigator and stated that they should check out the Carter Room, a
child's voice is heard saying "Where's the Carter Room…..That's the Blue Room".
While in the Blue Room, Troy picked up an EVP of a small child saying "Hi Guys!"

An interesting EVP was obtained on Mike's recorder when downstairs in the small room
that is the last room on the left from the back door hallway (next to the bar room). Mike's
team had just been given direction on their walkie-talkie to take over the investigation
upstairs. As they were leaving, an EVP of a girl was caught saying "Their coming…their
coming up", clearly referring to Mike's team heading upstairs to start their investigation
up there.
Numerous EVP's were picked up from many different recorders. One most disturbing
EVP was picked up by a recorder left at the top of the stairs outside the office door. This
recording is of a woman crying and begging "No..no..no..please don't take me up the
stairs…no.. please.. stop it!" This is labeled as "Woman Crying - Outside Office Door"
in the EVP folder for 11/10/07. Ironically, this same recording was picked up in the old
balcony area; this recording is also included as "Woman Crying - Old Balcony Room Troy's Recorder".
After listening to all of the EVP evidence, it appears that the White House is home to
numerous spirits. The recordings we captured have voices of children, adults, men,
women and one in particular- a man who does not appear to be very nice. With
extremely sensitive equipment we were able to hear him calling one of our female
investigators a "bitch". He appears to be the same man who left the sinister laugh on
Carol's recorder.
Numerous EVP's that were clearly audible with standard equipment and earphones were
clipped and placed in file folders on the included CD. They cover different areas of the
restaurant and they include EVP Logs which describe where they were found.
When reviewing the recordings from the infrared cameras, nothing unusual was captured.
When reviewing almost 200 photograph's, nothing unusual was captured.
We were not able to use the thermometers as the air conditioning was running inside the
restaurant, so the readings were unreliable.
The only personal experience occurred in the Office area by Carol the Case Manager and
occurred during the walk-thru. She was inside the office behind the door looking at the
window when she heard a loud female "sigh" occur right behind her. Thinking that she
was blocking the office door for someone, she turned and opened the door only to find no
one there. There was no one in the area at the time.
Our investigation concluded at approximately 3:40am. We packed up our equipment and
left the location at approximately 4:00am.
THE CONCLUSION
Based on the personal experience had by Carol and the numerous EVP's received that
were "intelligent" meaning that they interacted with us, it is our conclusion that the White
House Restaurant is active with paranormal activity. There are active spirits residing at
the location which is evident by the EVP recordings obtained from numerous areas of the

restaurant. While this location is considered, "active", there was no direct evidence to
consider it "haunted" as no visual evidence was obtained nor were there any physical
disruptions made by the entities. It should be noted that there is absolutely no evidence
that any of these entities are dangerous to the restaurant patron's or its employees.
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